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ABSTRACT 
 
 
Nowadays, every electronic system, ranging from a small mobile phone to a satellite sent into 
space, has a System-on-Chip (SoC). SoCs have undergone rapid evolution and are still 
progressing at a swift pace. Due to explosive evolution of semiconductor industry, the devices 
are scaling down at a rapid rate and hence, the SoCs today have become communication-centric 
and shared bus system and crossbar system were fail to performed communication in side SoC. 
Interconnection networks offer an alternate solution to this communication paradigm and are 
becoming persistent in SoC. A NoC based interconnect network is a well-organized and 
efficiently use of limited communication channel while maintaining low packet latency, high 
saturation throughput, high communication bandwidth amongst different IPs core with a 
minimum area and low power-dissipation. In this thesis we present details performance 
analysis of four interconnect network mesh, torus, fat tree and butterfly in term of latency and 
throughput under uniform, tornado, neighbour, bit reversal and bit complement traffic using 
cycle accurate simulator. We also implement  NoC interconnect networks on FPGA  and see 
the effect of NoC parameters(FDW,FBD,VC) on FPGA, and validate their performance 
through FPGA synthesis . We found that the FDW and buffer depth have the great effect on 
FPGA resources, Virtual Channels (VCs) with all NoC parameter have considerably effect on 
buffer size and routing and logic requirements at NoC. We also analysis all interconnect 
networks in term of power and area at 65 nm technology by using synopsis tool. We found that 
butterfly interconnect network has highest power and Area efficient interconnect network but it 
will suffer heavily degradation on performance at high load so fat tree network is efficient 
network among all interconnect network. 
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 Introduction 
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The advancement in technology, requirement of high performance computation–intensive 
applications such as mobile and multi-processor application, enable the integration of many 
resources such as CPU, DSP, Intellectual Property (IP) Cores and peripherals etc. into a single 
chip, termed as multiprocessor System on Chip (MPSoC). The communication between these 
cores is done efficiently which will enhance the requirement of scalability, higher bandwidth, 
and better modularity along with increase in performance of the system to meet the required 
computational task [1]. 
 
 Network-on-Chip (NoC) has emerged as communication paradigm in many cores on chip 
network and replacing traditional buses and crossbar network [2]. The basic building blocks of 
NoC are routers, cores and network interface.  NoCs consists of various nodes and links. Router 
at every node is connected to the neighbour node via on-chip local wiring called interconnect 
(links) that allows multiplexing of multiple communication between cores over this 
interconnect to provide higher bandwidth and better scalability.so interconnect network 
architecture for NoC is important recherché area for high performance and low area and power 
consumption of NoC 
1.1 Evolution of NoC interconnects: 
      In the history of SoC interconnect network, the semiconductor industry looking at the 
advancement of the system from a communication perspective that links chip’s individual 
components amongst one another within the chip. The history of on-chip interconnect network 
has three phases which describe in [3]. 
1.1.1     Shared bus interconnects: 
Initially in MPSoC shared bus system is used for communication between processor and 
memory and other devices. In this interconnect all core are connect by single link called as a 
bus. In this system when a source uses the bus for communication to other source, other sources 
cannot use that bus and have to wait for their turn.so arbiter become essentially for accessing 
the bus efficiently by the sources. Due to this latency of system increases and performance of 
system demean. Bus based system unable to meet bandwidth requirement with large no. of 
nodes. Fig1.1 show conventional bus interconnects. 
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Figure 1.1 conventional bus interconnect 
Figure 1.2 point to point interconnect 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1.1.2   Point to Point interconnect:   
Previously designer use point to point interconnects for transfer of data inside network on 
chip. IN this network cores are connected to other core straight by a link and communicate. 
This system does not need arbiter. Network on chip with huge number of IP cores, needs 
enormous routing area, large latency and large number of input and output pin for each core 
and becomes very composite for connection point of view. Fig.1.2 show point to point 
interconnect network. 
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Figure 1.3 3x3 mesh NoC 
 
1.1.3  Network on Chip: 
     As SoCs get larger number of IP cores, shared bus system and crossbar system were fail to 
performed communication in side SoC. Shared bus network led to resource contention and 
hierarchical bus architectures and crossbar designs generated complexity. Interconnection 
networks offer an alternate solution to this communication paradigm and are becoming 
persistent in SoC. A NoC based interconnect network is a well-organized and efficiently use of 
limited communication channel while maintaining low packet latency, high saturation 
throughput, high communication bandwidth amongst different IPs core with a minimum area 
and low power-dissipation. As system density and integration of many cores continue 
increasing, many designers discovered that it is more efficient to route packets, not wires [4]. 
Using an interconnection network in a SoC permits limited bandwidth to be shared between 
cores so that it can be used efficiently. Interconnect network efficiently use of communication 
resources, making SoCs easier to design, less complex, and optimized. Fig. 1.3 shows a 3×3 
Mesh interconnect network for NoC. 
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1.2   Literature review: 
Network on Chip are emerging as an important paradigm for system on chip (SoC). SoC 
platform consist large no. of processor according to publication [5], [6], [7]. 
NoC has many recherché area interconnect network is one of them. As the number of node 
increases then complexity of NoC increases so we required efficient interconnect network 
which is scalable and flexible.  
Ju and Yang [8] analysis three topologies (mesh, torus and hierarchical mesh) and final 
simulate 2x4 2D-torus topology and design single routing node architecture on FPGA.  S.kunda 
et al. [9] design and evolution of tree base mesh NoC using virtual channel router and 
compared with butterfly and fat tree. M.S. Abdelfattah at el [10] presented detail design trade-
off for hard and soft FPGA based NoC. J. Lee and L. Shannon [11] describe effect of node size 
of NoC on FPGA.  
Jason lee et al [12] presents the prediction on performance analysis of ASIC NoCs 
implementation in FPGA and investigates different topologies to find out appropriate 
topologies for ASIC. 
Abba and lee [13] presented a Bayesian network approach and self-adaptive scheme for NoC 
parameter based performance analysis on FPFA based NoC.  
M.K. Papa Michael [14] present a tool CONNECTS for design of NoC in FPGA. N.Jiang et al 
[15] present C+ based cycle accurate simulator for NoC who support many topologies and 
traffic pattern. G. Schelle et al [16] present on chip interconnect architecture exploration on 
FPGA. 
P.P. Pande et al [17] done performance evolutions of three topologies mesh torus and spin in 
term of latency throughput and energy. S. abba et al. [18] present a Parameter based approach 
for performance evaluation and design tradeoff for inter connect architecture using FPGA for 
network on chip. 
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1.3   Motivation:  
Now a days chip manufacturers are annoying to release the multiprocessor products with 
numerous cores in the single system. Initial bus and crossbar system are used for 
interconnection of multicore processor. So bus based and crossbar system failed to provide an 
efficient communication system because Bus-based architectures have trouble scaling with 
increasing number of IP blocks and decreasing geometries. So Network-on-Chip derived into 
presence and exchanges bus based and point-to-point systems. Network-on-chip is the latest 
paradigm in interconnect technology which has several advantages. It has been an active area 
for research for over a decade and still many new NoC concepts are being developed on a 
regular basis.  NoCs offer superior performance, power and area trade-offs as the number of 
modules increases and NoC performance and area on chip manly depend upon interconnect 
architecture which is used in NoC 
1.4  Thesis objective:  
 Study of Network on Chip basics. 
 Study of different interconnect network. 
 Study of different NoC parameters. 
 Performance analysis of different interconnect network. 
 Study the effect of different NoC parameter on FPGA resource of interconnect 
network. 
 Power and area analysis of different interconnect network. 
1.5  Thesis plan:  
 
    The approach of thesis is to describe the different interconnect network for NoC and 
performance analysis. This thesis is plan as: 
 
Chapter 2 discuss about different recherché area of network on chip and building block of NoC. 
Chapter 3 discuss about classification of interconnect network architecture for NoC and 
performance matrix for interconnect network. 
Chapter 4 Discuss about the performance analysis of different interconnect network under 
different traffic pattern. 
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Chapter 5 Discuss about effect of NoC parameter on interconnect network on FPGA resources 
and critical path delay. 
Chapter 6 Discuss about Powers and area analysis of different interconnect network at 65 nm 
technology. 
Chapter 7   Discuss about the conclusion and future works in interconnect network. 
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 Chapter Two 
Network on Chip: A new SoC paradigm 
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Figure 2.1 Mesh topology Figure 2.2 Torus topology 
 
Network on chip (NoC) is an on-chip communication system between different intellectual 
property IP cores.  NoC consider most suitable option in place of bus and crossbar based 
interconnection architecture in core based system on chip (SoC) design .In the design IP cores 
are connected to each other through a router. 
NoC paradigm can be classified into four research areas. 
2.1   Communication infrastructure paradigm: 
2.1.1   Topologies:  
 
        Network topologies provide different path over which packet travel from Source to 
destination. It refers as a static arrangement of router or node and channel .it plays important 
role in NoC performance. Topologies selection for NoC design depends upon the basis of its 
cost and performance. Topologies can be regular and irregular. Fig2. (1-5) show some 
topologies among this Figure 2.1 mesh topology with 9 core, this is a regular type of topology 
and simplest among all topologies. Figure.2.2 torus topology with 9 cores, this is similar to 
mesh with wrap around link. Figure 2.3 three stage fat tree topology with 8 cores, this is 
irregular topologies. Figure 2.4 show butterfly topologies with 4 inputs 4 outputs and 3 router 
stages. Figure 2.5  star topology this look like a star .which consist one router at centre of  
topology  and all other router connect to the centre router by a proper link. 
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Figure 2.3 Fat Tree topology Figure 2.4 Butterfly topology 
Figure 2.5 Star topology 
Figure 2.6 classical router architecture 
 
 
 
 
                     
                
 
                  
     
       
 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.2Router:  
 Router is the most pivotal module for design of communication infrastructure inside NoC. 
Latency, Throughput meet and Tight Area and power constrain of network depends upon router 
architecture design. The main functionality of router is route the packet from source to 
 11 
 
Figure 2.7 virtual channel router with five pipeline stage 
destination through one router to another router inside on chip network. A classical architecture 
of router is shown in figure 2.6, consist five port local, north, south, east, west port and central 
crossbar system. The four ports north, south, east, west are used to link to other routers and the 
local port is used to link the IP core. Every port has two channels one for input and one for 
output. Input Buffers are used for temporary storage of data. The store and forward mechanism 
is used to buffering the data at input buffer. In this thesis credit based virtual router is used for 
interconnect network design of NoC. Figure 2.8 show virtual channel router architecture [2]. 
This router architecture consists of VC allocator, switch allocator, crossbar, route computation 
unit, input ports and output ports where input and output ports are multiplexed with some 
virtual channels. This router has five pipeline stage first stage buffers write/route computation 
second stage VC allocation third stage switch allocation fourth stage switch traversal and fifth 
stage link traversal.  
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Figure 2.8 Network Interface architecture 
2.1.3   Network interface:  
 Device which connect core to router and enable core to send data to router is define as 
Network Interface [19] shown in figure 2.8. It also provides path information to router on the 
basis of route computation in the router. Network interface has two type of functionality, one is 
flitizer and another one is deflitizer. In flitizer function message data receive from IP core and 
divide into packet, generate flit and transmit this flit into network. In deflitizer function receive 
the incoming flit from router assemble it into packet and then into data message that will be 
delivered to IP core. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.4   Cores: 
      It is reusable block or unit of logic or chip layout design that is IP of one party. IP core 
provide licence to other party. Core can be a general purpose processor, memory block, ASIC 
hardware processor controller, RF unit etc. We can also design our own core or reusing 
commercial off the self (COTS) cores.  
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2.1.5   Channels: 
    Wire which is used to interconnect the router to form network is define as a channel. They 
are characterizing by their width and length. The width of channel is defined by size of flit 
which is use for transmission of data. The channel length is defined by the distance between 
two routers. The delay of flit is depending upon the channel length.    
2.2 Communication paradigms:  
2.2.1 Routing algorithm:  
      Routing algorithm plays an important role for efficient communication inside on chip 
network between different nodes. First we decide topology for network on chip and then chose 
an explicit routing algorithm. Routing algorithm finds out all possible paths for transmission of 
packet from source to destination and route the packet through one path. It also distributes the 
traffic uniformly throughout network so it will avoid hotspot and minimizing contention at one 
node and improve latency and throughput of network. The design complexity of router depends 
upon routing algorithm so it also affects area and power of network. Routing algorithms are 
classified into three types. 
1) Deterministic, 2) oblivious, 3) adaptive.  
 Deterministic routing determines the path between source and destination determine in 
advance by source node. Dimension order routing (DOR) is one of the example of deterministic 
routing in this routing packets traverse network through dimension by dimension. It is simplest 
routing algorithm among all. Fig.2.9 show XY dimension-order routing who first send the 
packet in X direction and then in Y direction.  
Oblivious routing algorithm determines all in all possible paths between source node and 
destination node and message traverse through path without bother about congestion in 
network. Fig.2.9 shows oblivious routing in this message can be randomly send either X-Y 
route or Y-X route.  
There are many paths between sources to destination. In adaptive routing selection of the path 
depend upon dynamic condition of network. Fig.2.9 show adaptive routing in this message take 
north direction at (1, 0) router instead of east direction due to congestion.   
Routing can also be classified into minimal and non-minimal routing algorithm. Routing 
schemes which uses direct possible path for communication is known as minimal routing and 
apposite of this called non minimal routing. Advantage of non-minimal over minimal routing 
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Figure 2.9 Example of DOR Adaptive and oblivious routing 
including possibility of bleaching network load and fault tolerance.  Various properties of the 
interconnection network are a straight significance of the routing algorithm used. Amongst 
these properties we can quote the following routing: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Connectivity: Capability to route packets from any source node to any destination node. 
Adaptively: Capacity to route packets through alternate paths in the presence of contention or 
faulty mechanisms. 
Deadlock and livelock freedom: Ability to assurance that packets will not chunk or, stroll 
across the network continually.  
 
2.2.2   Switching techniques: 
       Switching techniques [20] also called flow control mechanism of message inside the 
network. Switching is a technique by which data move from input channel to output channel of 
router. Latency of network mainly depends upon switching technique. They are classified into 
two type 1) circuit switching 2) packet switching .packet switching further classified into a) 
Store and forward b) Virtual cut through c) Wormhole switching. In this thesis wormhole 
switching is used for analysis of all interconnect network. In circuit switching [20] complete 
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Figure 2.10 Store and Forward Example 
message is transmitted from one router to another router until message reaches their 
destination.it is message based flow control mechanism. In packet switching message divide 
into packet and then transmitted from input channel to output channel. They are classified into 
flowing 
 
2.2.2.1   Store and forward:  
           In store and forward switching a complete packet moves from one router to next router. 
In this switching packet can only forward to next router when it complete receive.fig.2.10 
shows store and forward switching techniques in which router 0 send a packet to router 8 this 
complete process take 24 clock cycle. In this switching packet divide into flits, head flit 
payload flit, tail flit. In this switching router first receive head flit and then payload flits and tail 
flit show ending of packet. Now next head flit of new packet receive at router. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.2.2   Wormhole:    
          Wormhole switching technique [20] split packet into flits (head flit, body flit and tail 
flit). Head flit caries control and routing of packet, body load flits contain data, tail flit contain 
information of ending of packet. Fig.2.11 shows wormhole switching with 2 flit buffer size 
with contention at router2.it require only 11 clock cycle for transmission of packet from router 
0 to router 8. Wormhole switching sends a flit in pipelining fashion due to this latency of 
network decrease so it is most suitable and preferable switching techniques for implementation 
of NoC. 
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Figure 2.11 wormhole switching with contention Example 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.2.3  Fault tolerance:  
      Fault tolerance is a property of network that assists it to remain its functioning in failure of 
its some components. Fault tolerance should be achieved by the network itself with minimal 
involvement of user and system administrator. Distributed system is more fault tolerance then 
centralizes system. Fault can be result of improper design of system, defect in system 
components, and improper environment of operation.  Fault can be two type 1) hardware fault 
2) soft fault 
 
2.2.3.1   Hardware fault:  
        This fault occurs in the system due to malfunction of hardware component of system. 
This can be removing by providing far more hardware then requirement by the basic 
functionality of system or using fault tolerance routing algorithm.  
 
2.2.3.2 Software fault:  
           This fault occurs in the system due to malfunction of software bug. This can be 
removing by providing different version of software to the system. When one software fails 
another can take place. 
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2.2.4  Reliability:    
    The system and its component ability to achieve its mandatory functions under stated 
conditions for a specified period of time is define as a reliability of system. Reliability deal 
with the life cycle and risk of failure of system.it also related to safety of system. 
2.3  Evolution framework: 
      It is one of important research area of NoC to efficiently and errorless analysis of different 
NoC to have a good understanding of attainable throughput, latency, and bandwidth of the 
network. Evolution framework defines a communication API for performing design 
exploration, network level performance modelling of NoC components at various levels of 
abstraction. It is of two types 
2.3.1  Software evolution framework:   
       This evolution framework based on system C/C++. Cycle accurate simulator is a software 
type of simulator and simulation time increases as we move toward high accuracy and a precise 
simulation. Jiang et al. develop C++ based booksim simulator [21]. Booksim support mesh, 
torus, fat tree, butterfly and cmesh topologies and only simulator who support virtual channel 
router with synthetic traffic. Jain et al develop NIRGAM system C based simulator [22].  
NoCTweak is developed by Anh T. Tran et al who support both synthetic traffic and embedded 
application pattern. 
2.3.2  FPGA based evolution framework: 
      In recent years, FPGA based emulation framework have come into existence since they 
overcome the limitations imposed by the software simulators and allow for faster architectural 
space explorations and detailed, accurate design . Genko et al develop a HW/SW evolution 
platform based on FPGA with an embedded PowerPC processor and emulating a network of six 
routers. 
2.4  Application mapping:   
Application mapping is also an important area of NoC research.it is technique by which map 
core to router. Application mapping [23] can be divided into two types. 
2.4.1  Dynamic mapping: 
     Dynamic mapping is a mapping of tasks online during running time. The tasks are mapped 
on NoC on the basis of current status of NoC it can be changed during execution of application. 
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Dynamic mapping always sense block condition and remove this condition by distribute the 
load among processors.  
2.4.2  Static mapping:   
        Static mapping is an off line mapping strategy.it mapped task before application run on 
NoC. Static mapping permanently define greatest placement of task before run. For NoC static 
mapping is used. 
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Chapter three 
Interconnect network architecture 
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Figure 3.1 Example of interconnect network 
Interconnect networks are presently being used for many applications, ranging from small 
mobile system to wide area computer networks. Interconnect network play significant role in 
performance of multicomputer networks. Interconnect network is a programmable system that 
transfer data between terminals. Fig.3.1 an example of interconnect network [1]. Six terminals 
labelled T1 to T6 are connected interconnect network by bidirectional channel. When terminal 
T3 wishes to communicate with terminal T5, it sends a message into the network and the 
network delivers the message to T5. The network is a system because it is contain: buffers, 
channels, switches, and controls that work together to deliver data from one terminal to another 
terminal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interconnect network can be categorised according to process method (synchronous or 
asynchronous) and control unit. Interconnect network can be categorized into four classes 
which is shown in Fig.3.2. This figure shows hierarchy [24] of subclass. 
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Figure 3.2 taxonomy of interconnect network 
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Figure 3.3 Single bus shared medium network 
3.1  Shared medium network:  
     It is minimum complex interconnect network among all .it share a single transmission 
medium to all communication terminal. In this network only single device is allowed to 
transmit data in the network at an interval due to this latency is high of this network. It is 
passive type of network because network itself does not able to generate message. Device 
which is connected to network has requester driver, receiver circuit to handle the transmission 
of message data and address. Shared medium network is used arbitration strategy to resolve 
network access conflict. It has ability of atomic broadcasting in which all devices on the 
network can monitor network activity and access the information on the shared medium 
network. This ability make network to support various application of one to all and one to 
many communication services. Due to bandwidth limitation shared medium network only 
support restricted number of devices before medium become a bottleneck. Limited bandwidth 
restricted Shared medium network use in multiprocessor network. It is divided into two major 
classes: local area network basically uses to build a computer network for transmission of data 
in few kilometre distance.it is subdivided into contention bus, token bus, and token ring. 
Backplane bus is used for internal communication in uniprocessor and multiprocessor network 
fig 3.3 show single bus network [24] in which memory and processor are connected by single 
bus. 
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Figure 3.4  A generic node architecture 
 
3.2  Direct network:  
     Shared medium network is bus based system which is not scalable because network is 
bottleneck when processor increases in the network. So direct network use to resolve scalability 
problem. The direct network is a common network that balances large no. of processor in a 
single network. In this network nodes are directly connected to subset of other nodes by 
bidirectional channel. Every node is a programmable computer with its own processor, memory 
and other secondary devices. Fig 3.4 shows a generic node [1] which contains processor, 
memory and router. Router manages communication among all nodes. Due to this reason direct 
networks are also called as router based network. Every router has some no. of input and output 
ports. Internal channels or ports are used for connect local processor and memory to router. 
Outer channels are used for communication between routers. More internal channels are used 
for avoiding bottleneck in the network. Every node has restricted number of input and output 
channel and each input channel associate with one output channel. In this network each node is 
connect directly. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Direct network have been traditional model by Graph G (N, C) where vertices N represent 
number of node in the network and edge C represent set of channel. Direct network can be 
classified by three factor topology, routing, switching. On topologies basis It is sub divide into 
following. 
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Figure 3.5 (a) 2-ary 4-cube (b) 3-ary 2-cube torus (c) 3-ary 3-D mesh 
Figure 3.6 Tree topology (a) no uniform binary tree (b) uniform binary tree 
3.2.1  Strictly orthogonal topology:   
       Strictly orthogonal topology [24] is less complex topology and also requires very simple 
routing. Thus, routing algorithm can be easily and efficiently realized in hardware. In this 
topology each node is define by coordinates in the n-dimension space. This is sub divided into 
1) n-dimension mesh 2) k-ary n-cube 3) torus 4) hypercube fig 3.5 shows all strictly orthogonal 
topology. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.2.2  Other direct network topology:  
       Tree topology is also a direct network topology. This topology has one root node linked to 
certain number of branch nodes or leaf node. Tree topology has characteristic that root node has 
single parent node. Fig.3.6 show tree topology which is divide into (a) unbalanced binary tree 
b) balance binary tree 
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Figure 3.7 an N x M Crossbar network 
3.3  Indirect network:  
     Indirect network also called switch based network and also important class of interconnect 
network. In this network two nodes are communicate indirectly through the switch. Every node 
has a network interface that connects to a network switch. This switch has some port to connect 
nodes. Each port has input and output link. These ports are connected to processor and memory 
element to the switch and remaining ports are connected to the port of other switch.  Indirect 
network can also be characterized by Graph G (N, C) where N is set of switch, C is set of 
unidirectional and bidirectional link between the switch. Indirect network classified into two 
types 
3.3.1  Crossbar network:   
 
       This network connects the nodes through single N x N switch network. This switch 
network is known as crossbar network and connection of node through this switch is called 
crossbar network. Crossbar network is much cheaper than direct network.Fig.3.7 crossbar 
network with N input port and M output port through which processor and memory are 
connected and various processors can communicate simultaneously without contention.  
Crossbar network have been used in small scale shared memory multiprocessor where all 
processors are permitted to access memory at once. When two processors resist for same 
memory module, then arbiter select one processor and this processor proceed and while other is 
wait until first processor free them. The cost of crossbar network is O (N M) which is rises with 
increment in N and M.  
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Figure 3.8 A generalize multistage interconnect network 
3.3.2  Multistage interconnect network: 
 
Multistage interconnect network connect input device to output device through multiple 
switch stage where all switch is crossbar system. Routing capability of network depend upon 
the number of stage and connection pattern of network. A central controller provides a path 
between input and output. In this network all input synchronously send a data to single output 
and each output only receives data from single input.  Butterfly structure is one of the example 
of multistage interconnect network. Fig.3.8 show generalise multistage interconnects 
architecture with N input and M output and g stages. Two adjacent stages are connected by 
some connection pattern which is denoted     . 
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3.4  Performance matrix for interconnect architecture: 
     Performance matrix [25] that ever interconnect architecture must satisfied 
 Small latency 
 High throughput 
 Low power consumption 
 Area 
 Scalability and reliability 
But there are some important parameter for analysis of interconnect network for NoC latency, 
throughput, total power dissipation, area requirement. 
3.4.1  Latency:  
   Latency is defined by the time interval in clock cycles between header flit injected into the 
network at the source node and the arrival of a tail flit at the destination node. Total packet 
latency is combination of head latency and serialization latency. 
         
Where    is total packet latency,   head flit latency,    serialization latency 
The serialization latency is the time required for the tail to catch up the time that is the time for 
a packet of length L to cross a channel with bandwidth B. 
   
 
 
 
The head latency is the time required for the head flit of the message to cross the network, In 
the absence of contention, head latency is the sum of two factors determined by the topology: 
router delay    and time of flight,    
         
             
     Average hop count,     is single router delay 
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     Average distance between sources to destination,   propagation velocity of packet 
Then average packet latency   is  
 
          
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
3.4.2  Throughput: 
     Throughput is defined as the total number of packet arrived per IP at the destination core in 
a single clock cycle. 
Throughput T, can be define as following. 
 
  
                                                  
                                    
 
 
Where Total arrived Packets means the no. of data packets that have reached their destination 
terminal  
 Data Packet Length can be measured in bits or flits,  
No. of IP Cores is the number of active IPs that are participating in the traffic scenario,  
Total Active time is the total time measured from the incidence of the first packet inception to 
the last packet reception.  
Thus, throughput gives a measure of the active part of the maximum load that the network can 
handle. 
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Figure 3.9 A module hierarchy of booksim 
3.5  Simulator used: booksim 
Booksim [21] is interconnected network simulator. This simulator is designed as companions 
of textbook by dally and towels [1].  Booksim is cycle accurate and high level flexible 
simulator for network on chip. Booksim provide modelling of all NoC components. The 
simulator itself is written in C++ and has been specifically tested with the GNU G++ compiler. 
The front end of the simulator uses LEX and YACC generated parser to process the simulator 
configuration file; however, unless you plan on making changes to the front end parser, LEX 
and YACC are not needed. Booksim support following type of traffic 
 uniform traffic 
 bit-reversed traffic 
 bit-complement traffic 
 tornado traffic 
 neighbour traffic 
Fig. 3.9 show module hierarchy of simulator  
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Chapter four 
Performance analysis of different 
Interconnect network 
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In this chapter we analysis some common available interconnect network and trade-off between 
this interconnect network on the basis of latency and throughput and saturation throughput. 
Different parameter are used for analysis of interconnect network. We analysis interconnect 
network with higher nodes. Topology was designed using CONNECT: A Tool for NoC 
generation [14] 
4.1  2D Mesh:  
2D Mesh interconnect is a very widely held network in Network on Chip due to its 
simplified implementation, simplicity of the XY routing algorithm and the network scalability 
Fig. 4.1 shows 8x8 2Dimensional Mesh interconnect network. Mesh interconnect network 
contains m router in X dimension and n router in Y dimension. The routers are located at each 
connection point of two links and cores positioned nearby the routers. Mesh interconnect 
network is a unique network interconnect architectures of NoC in this nodes are linked through 
many routers. Mesh interconnect network is best choice for interconnect network because it 
similarly as die structure. Nodes in the Mesh are linked to other node by XY-dimension pattern, 
as shown in Fig.4.1. The intellectual property (IPs) cores are coupled to a NoC router via a 
Network Interface (NI). Mesh network is generally used in parallel computer architecture 
platforms [24] due to simple network architecture.  Mesh interconnect network is a direct 
network which provides a uniform interconnection between nodes. The design of router for 
Mesh interconnect network requires more time to design and also complex structure. In mesh 
interconnect network pipelined allowed at High frequency schemes, but pipeline prevention at 
low traffic is necessary for possession little delay at the router. This is one of the main 
disadvantages of the Mesh network. There will be fewer available of node at the corners of 
mesh and edges of network, since these routers have a higher average distance from other 
router [26]. 2D Mesh network has some other disadvantages such as long network diameter as 
well as energy inefficiency because of the extra hop count. 
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4.1  2D Torus: 
    Fig.4.2 represents an m x n torus interconnect network (8x8 2D Torus) based on an m x n 
mesh interconnect network with an extra link connection added to each row and column. This 
extra link is called wraparound link. This link support to reduce the area of network and the 
average hop distance between nodes. Every router is linked to four adjacent routers and one IP 
core. Every router has five ports east, west, north, south and local port. Adding wraparound 
links to the mesh creates the torus interconnect network who decrease the average hop counts 
and increasing the bandwidth. These links also increase the no. of connecting channels per 
node. A Torus interconnect network has better path diversity and extra minimal routes path 
than a Mesh network [1]. There is one drawback of torus network is that large latency and 
larger cost. 
Fig.4.1 structure of 8 x 8 Mesh interconnect network 
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4.3 Fat-tree:  
    Fat tree is binary tree based interconnect network in parallel computer architecture for 
communication. In a Fat-tree interconnect network [27] nodes are routers and leaves are 
resources. The routers above a leaf node are known as the leaf’s predecessor and the leaves 
beneath a predecessor are known as children predecessor. Every node has pretend predecessor, 
permitting huge quantity of additional routes between nodes. We designated the arrangements 
of the Fat tree providing Fat tree interconnect network has an exceptional characteristic which 
allows it to use full channel bandwidth by any node for communication with other node in the 
network. fat tree has identical bandwidth at any bisection. 
 
 
Fig.4.2 structure of 8 x 8 2D Torus network 
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4.4 Butterfly: 
A butterfly interconnect network [24] is one of the indirect network. The butterfly interconnect 
network has the least diameter for a node network with switches of degree δ = 2k,  
         . Although this best diameter is a smart feature, butterfly networks have two main 
disadvantages. First, the basic butterfly network has no path diversity: there is exactly single 
path from all source nodes to all destination nodes. This problem can be solved by adding extra 
stages to the butterfly network. These added stages improve the path diversity of the network, 
while keeping the area of the network within limit. The butterfly network shown in Figure 4.4 
is a 2-ary 6-fly (six stages of radix-two switches), 
 
Fig.4.3 structure of 4-ary 3-fly fat tree network 
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4.5 Experimental setup:  
      In this thesis, we acquaint with the booksim a cycle accurate simulator used to analysis the 
packet latency and saturation throughput of different interconnection network namely as, Mesh, 
Torus, and Fat-tree and fly networks. The Network performance in term of latency and 
throughput are poised by flexible cycle-accurate simulator (booksim) [15].  
This simulator has three phases, namely,  
 warm-up phase: Initial time to start the simulation 
 measurement phase: time require for collection of static data 
 Drain phase: 
 We used following parameter 
 Packet size = 10 flits 
Fig.4.4 structure of 2-ary 6-fly BFT network 
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 Buffer Depth = 16bits 
 Injection process = Bernoulli 
 injection rate varied from .1 to 1 
 warmup_period =3 
 sample period=10000 
 Virtual channel allocator = islip 
 switch  allocator = islip 
 The Routing algorithm: Dimension order routing (DOR) [28] for Mesh and Torus 
networks and Nearest Common Ancestor (NCA) for Fat tree network dast-tag for fly 
network. 
4.6 Traffic pattern: 
In this thesis synthetic traffic pattern are used to analysis of different interconnect network. 
 
4.6.1  Uniform traffic: 
      Uniform traffic, in which each source sends similar data to every destination, this is the 
frequently used traffic pattern in interconnect network performance estimation. Uniform traffic 
is very kind because it has a god load balancing . 
4.6.2  Permutation traffic: 
      In this traffic each source is sends all of its traffic to a single destination, it is classified in 
two type. 
4.6.2.1 Bit permutation:  
     Bit permutations are a subclass of permutations traffic in which the destination address is 
calculated by permuting and selectively complementing the bits of the source address. 
 bit-reversed traffic 
 bit-complement traffic 
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4.6.2.2   Digit permutations:  
     In this traffic the digits of the destination address are determine from source address 
digits. In this traffic the digits of the destination address are calculated from source address 
digits. it is two type. 
 tornado traffic 
  neighbour traffic 
 
4.7 Simulation results: 
     Simulation results are analysis in the given experimental setup describe in previous section 
for packet latency, saturation throughput with variation of injection rate under different traffic 
pattern.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.5 (a) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under uniform 
traffic at VC 2 
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Fig.4.5 (c) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under uniform 
traffic at VC 6 
Fig.4.5 (b) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under uniform 
traffic at VC 4 
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Fig.4.6 Variation of accepted rate with injection rate under uniform traffic  
Fig.4.7 Variation of throughput with number of VC under uniform traffic  
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Fig.4.8 (a) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under tornado 
traffic at VC 2 
Fig.4.8 (b) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under tornado 
traffic at VC 4 
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Fig.4.8 (c) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under tornado 
traffic at VC 6 
Fig.4.9 Variation of accepted rate with injection rate under tornado traffic at 
VC 6 
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Fig.4.10 Variation of throughput with number of VC under tornado traffic  
Fig.4.11 (a) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under neighbour 
traffic at VC 2 
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Fig.4.11 (b) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under neighbour 
traffic at VC 4 
Fig.4.11 (c) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under neighbour 
traffic at VC 6 
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Fig.4.12 Variation of accepted rate with injection rate under neighbour traffic  
Fig.4.13 Variation of throughput with number of VC under neighbour traffic  
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Fig.4.14 (a) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under bit 
complement traffic at VC 2 
Fig.4.14 (b) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under bit 
complement traffic at VC 4 
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Fig.4.14 (c) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under bit 
complements traffic at VC 6 
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Fig.4.15 Variation of accepted rate with injection rate under bit complements 
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Fig.4.17 (a) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under bit 
reversal traffic at VC 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.4.16 Variation of throughput with number of VC under bit complements 
traffic  
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Fig.4.17 (b) Variation of packet latency with injection rate under bit 
reversal traffic at VC 4 
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Fig.4.18 Variation of accepted rate with injection rate under bit reversal 
traffic  
Fig.4.19 Variation of throughput with number of VC under bit reversal traffic  
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Table4.1 saturation throughput at different number of VC for different traffic 
TRAFFIC 
PATERN 
NO. 
OF 
VC
S 
SATURATION THROUGHPUT(Percentage of load) 
MESH 64 TORUS 64 FAT TREE 64 FLY 64 
UNIFORM 2 
4 
6 
26 
36 
39 
22 
41 
51 
49 
70 
78 
52 
83 
88 
TORNADO 2 
4 
6 
18 
24 
24 
8 
15 
18 
53 
70 
76 
24 
24 
24 
NEIGHBOR 2 
4 
6 
92 
99 
99 
48 
92 
99 
53 
70 
76 
24 
24 
24 
BIT COMP. 2 
4 
6 
16 
22 
23 
20 
30 
39 
53 
70 
76 
24 
24 
24 
BIT 
REVERSAL 
2 
4 
6 
10 
14 
14 
10 
15 
20 
54 
70 
76 
24 
24 
24 
 
In Fig.4.5 (a–c) a graph of average packet latency (load-delay curve) plotted for different 
interconnect architecture with 64 nodes under uniform traffic pattern at a varying number of 
VCs. Fig.4.6.shows variation of accepted rate with injection rate for 64 node for different 
interconnect architecture under uniform traffic pattern. In Fig.4.7 shows variation of average 
throughput (flit/cycle/node) with VC for 64 nodes for different interconnect architecture under 
uniform traffic pattern. 
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In Fig.4.8 (a–c) a graph of average packet latency (load-delay curve) plotted for different 
interconnect architecture with 64 nodes under tornado traffic pattern at a varying number of 
VCs. Fig.4.9.shows variation of accepted rate with injection rate for 64 node for different 
interconnect architecture under tornado traffic pattern. In Fig.4.10 shows variation of average 
throughput (flit/cycle/node) with VC for 64 nodes for different interconnect architecture under 
tornado traffic pattern. 
In Fig.4.11 (a–c) a graph of average packet latency (load-delay curve) plotted for different 
interconnect architecture with 64 nodes under neighbour traffic pattern at a varying number of 
VCs. Fig.4.12.shows variation of accepted rate with injection rate for 64 node for different 
interconnect architecture under neighbour traffic pattern. In Fig.4.13 shows variation of 
average throughput (flit/cycle/node) with VC for 64 nodes for different interconnect 
architecture under neighbour traffic pattern. 
In Fig.4.14 (a–c) a graph of average packet latency (load-delay curve) plotted for different 
interconnect architecture with 64 nodes under bit complement traffic pattern at a varying 
number of VCs. Fig.4.15.shows variation of accepted rate with injection rate for 64 node for 
different interconnect architecture under bit complement traffic pattern. In Fig.4.16 shows 
variation of average throughput (flit/cycle/node) with VC for 64 nodes for different 
interconnect architecture under bit complement traffic pattern. 
In Fig.4.17 (a–c) a graph of average packet latency (load-delay curve) plotted for different 
interconnect architecture with 64 nodes under bit reversal traffic pattern at a varying number of 
VCs. Fig.4.18.shows variation of accepted rate with injection rate for 64 node for different 
interconnect architecture under reversal  traffic pattern. In Fig.4.19 shows variation of average 
throughput (flit/cycle/node) with VC for 64 nodes for different interconnect architecture under 
reversal traffic pattern. 
Table 4.1 shows saturation throughput of different interconnect architecture at different number 
of VC and under different traffic pattern. 
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4.8 Discussion: 
      Fly architecture has low latency and highest saturation throughput under uniform traffic 
then mesh, torus and fat tree. As we increase no. of VCs in the network packet latency 
decreases and saturation throughput increases. As we observed, that performance of 
interconnect networks under Tornado traffic is very poor, particularly in Mesh and Torus 
network. Tornado traffic pattern does not support Mesh-type network; even with six VCs. fat 
tree is suitable for tornado traffic with lowest latency and highest throughput. In neighbour 
traffic mesh and torus provide lowest packet latency and highest saturation throughput of 90% 
of load. In bit complement and bit reversal traffic pattern Fat tree has lowest latency and 
highest throughput of 76 % of load at VC 6.from above discussion we can say that fat tree 
interconnect architecture give better performance than other inter connect architecture and also 
have ability to handle more number of traffic pattern efficiently. 
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Chapter five 
Performance analysis of interconnect 
network on FPGA 
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In this chapter we propose a parameter based method for performance analysis of the all four 
interconnect network. Performance analysis of mesh torus, fat tree and fly interconnect 
architecture on chip is done by synthesis result of field programmable gate array (FPGA). The 
earlier works in which NoCs are analysis in FPGA is still too small. Wolkotte et al. [2] 
developed an FPGA emulator for Network-on-chip performance analysis. In this the traffic 
producer was develop on an ARM processor and inserted traffic into an FPGA. In this full NoC 
was emulated consecutively by implementing single router and synthesized it on FPGA. 
Genako et al. [30] also develop FPGA based NoC emulator. Lee and Shannon [12] presented 
application specific NoC implementation on FPGA. We analysis mesh, torus, fat tree and fly 
interconnect architecture for higher number of node and see the effect of NoC parameter on 
FPGA resources, clock frequency and also on path delay of network. 
5.1 NoC parameter:  
5.1.1   Flow control: 
       Flow control is a process by which resources of network, such as channel bandwidth and 
buffer capacity are allocated efficiently to packets. Credit based flow control [1] is used in all 
interconnect network for performance analysis on FPGA.  
5.1.2   Router type: 
      There are many routers type such as input queued router which is simplest type of router 
and offer lowest performance, virtual channel router offer best performance so we select virtual 
channel router. 
5.1.3   Virtual channels: 
       Virtual channel basically use for removing head of line blocking probability but this 
increase area of network. We varied the number of VC from 2 to 6 and measure the resource 
utilization of FPGA. 
5.1.4   Flit data width: 
      Flit data width defines by the size of data in bits. It contains one extra bit for flow control 
and bookkeeping purpose. When the value of flit data width increase then FPGA resource uses 
also increases. 
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5.1.5  Flit buffer depth:  
      The size of flit buffer in flit is called flit buffer depth. Larger buffer offer beater 
performance under heavy load.  
5.2 Experimental setup: 
       We designed a different NoC configuration using [14] and synthesis the NoC configuration 
using Xilinx 14.2 on vertex7 board. Vertex7 has higher no. of resources so it can be used to 
implement for higher no. of node NoC. The synthesis result includes PLUT (% look up table) 
maximum clock frequency. Critical path delay of different interconnects NoC network 
determines by Xilinx timing analyser. Here critical path delay is sum of offset in and offset out 
of FPGA device. We use following NOC parameter 
 
 virtual channel router 
 credit based flow control 
 separable input first round robin allocator 
 use pipelining 
 use virtual link 
 use pipelining router core 
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5.3 Synthesis result on FPGA 
The synthesis result of different interconnect network are in term of PLUT, Clock frequency 
and critical path delay. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 5.1  
FPGA results of synthesis of interconnect networks using Flit Data Width of 8 bits, Virtual Channels 
from 2 to 4, and Flit Buffer Depth from 8 to 32 bits on vertex 7 
Table 5.2  
FPGA results of synthesis of interconnect networks using Flit Data Width of 16 bits, Virtual Channels 
from 2 to 4, and Flit Buffer Depth from 8 to 32 bits on vertex 7 
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Table 5.3  
FPGA results of synthesis of interconnect networks using Flit Data Width of 32 bits, Virtual Channels 
from 2 to 4, and Flit Buffer Depth from 8 to 32 bits on vertex 7 
 
Table 5.4 
Path delay of different interconnect network with Flit Data Width of 8 bits, VCs from 2 to 4, and Flit 
Buffer Depth from 8 to 32 bits on the Virtex-7 FPGA . 
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Table 5.5 
Path delay of different interconnect network with Flit Data Width of 16 bits, VCs from 2 to 4, and Flit 
Buffer Depth from 8 to 32 bits on the Virtex-7 FPGA. 
 
Table 5.6 
Path delay of different interconnect network with Flit Data Width of 8 bits, VCs from 2 to 4, and Flit 
Buffer Depth from 8 to 32 bits on the Virtex-7 FPGA. 
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Table 5.1 to 5.3 shows PLUT and maximum clock frequency of different interconnect 
architecture at different no. of VCs. Table 5.4 to 5.6 shows critical path delay of different 
interconnect architecture 
5.4 Discussion: 
   Synthesis result of different interconnect network on FPGA with different NoC parameter 
observed in term of PLUT and clock frequency. In this experiment we vary flit data width and 
flit buffer depth from 8 to 32bits and VCs from 2 to 4. Table5.1 to 5.3 show synthesis result of 
mesh torus fat tree, bft network. 
According to the above result we can observed that when no. of nodes of mesh interconnect 
increase then PLUT increase and clock frequency increases when flit buffer depth increases 
then clock frequency increases and when flit data width increases then clock frequency 
increases. in fat tree and bft interconnect network when flit buffer depth and flit data width 
increases then clock frequency decreases so bft and fat tree is use at low value of flit data width 
and flit buffer depth .table5.4 to 5.6 show critical path delay who vary with no, of VCs and flit 
data width. Bft has lowest critical path delay. Among all interconnect network BFT network 
has highest clock frequency and low critical path delay but it has low saturation throughput as 
seen in table4.1 so fat tree interconnect network is best among all in term of latency saturation 
throughput and also better in term of clock frequency then mesh and torus. 
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Chapter six 
Power and area analysis of interconnect 
network 
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Now a day’s power and area analysis is important recherché area in NoC and also key concern 
in on chip design. Its effect on performance and reliability of on chip network if power 
requirement fail means complete chip fail. 
6.1 Power dissipation:  
      The total power dissipated by a network divide into two categories: static power is the 
power dissipated when the network is on off state, and dynamic power denotes the power 
consumed by switching logic in the circuit. 
 
                        
 
6.1.1 Static power: 
       Static power is dissipated in numerous methods.  
 Static dissipation due to „  sub threshold conduction through OFF transistors „  
 Tunnelling current through gate oxide  
  leakage through reverse-biased diodes „  
 contention current in rationed circuits 
 
 
                
Where V supply voltage       leakage current 
6.1.2 Dynamic power: 
       Dynamic power is dissipated due to charging and discharging of load and internal capacitor 
and short circuit current while both PMOS and NMOS networks are partly ON .The dynamic 
power dissipated within the circuit is generally categorized as the internal power and switching 
power 
 
                               
6.1.2.1   Switching power: 
         The switching power is determined by the capacitive load and the frequency of the logic 
transitions on a circuit output. 
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Where        totals load capacitor and f frequency of switching 
 
6.1.2.2   Internal power: 
 
The internal power is produced by the charging of inside capacitor loads as well as by the 
short-circuit current between the NMOS and PMOS transistors of a gate when both are on. 
 
 
          (
 
 
          )          
 
Where      total internal capacitors 
     Short circuit current 
  Supply voltage 
6.2 Area: 
Interconnect network area basically occupy by router and links. Area of chip is depending upon 
gate size of transistor. The cost of NoC design depends upon area. 
 
6.3 Experimental setup: 
For power and area analysis we use synopsis tool [31] and use 65 nm technologies for area and 
power calculation. 
Flit data width of 8 flits 
Voltage unit = 1v 
Capacitance =1 pf 
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6.4 Results: 
Power analysis of different interconnect is shown below in this we measure power by varying 
buffer depth and number of VCs and we also analysis area of different interconnect network . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.6.1 total power at different buffer depth of mesh interconnect network at VC2 
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Fig.6.2 total power at different buffer depth of mesh interconnect network at VC4 
Fig.6.3 Total power at different buffer depth of torus interconnect network at VC2 
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Fig.6.4 Total power at different buffer depth of torus interconnect network at VC4 
Fig.6.5 Total power at different buffer depth of Fat tree interconnect network at VC2 
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Fig.6.6 Total power at different buffer depth of Fat tree interconnect network at VC2 
Fig.6.7 Total power at different buffer depth of Fat tree interconnect network at VC4 
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Fig.6.8 Total power at different buffer depth of butter fly interconnect network at VC2 
Fig.6.9 Total power at different buffer depth of butter fly interconnect network at VC4 
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Fig.6.10 Area compression of different interconnect network at VC2 
Fig.6.11 Area compression of different interconnect network at VC4 
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Fig.6.12 Total power varying with buffer depth of different interconnect network  
Fig.6.13 Area varying with buffer depth of mesh interconnect network  
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Fig.6.15 Area varying with buffer depth of Fat tree interconnect network  
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Fig.6.1 to Fig.6.9 shows histogram of total power of different interconnect network at vc2 and 
vc4 with varying buffer depth. This histogram made by combining all three power internal 
power, switching power, leakage power. 
Fig.6.10 and Fig.6.11 shows histogram of area compression of all interconnect network at vc2 
and vc4 with varying buffer depth. 
Fig.6.12 show variation of total power with buffer depth of all interconnect network at vc2 and 
vc4. 
Fig.6.13 to Fig.6.16show area histogram at vc2 and vc4 of all interconnect network. 
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Fig.6.16 Area varying with buffer depth of Fat tree interconnect network  
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6.5 Discussion: 
 
       In this chapter we calculate total power and area of all interconnect by varying buffer depth 
at vc2 and vc4. In fig.6.1 to fig.6.9 we can see that if buffer depth increases internal power 
increases by large amount but switching and leakage power increases slightly. In total power 
majority component of power is switching power that is dynamic power. Total power also 
increases if we increase number of VCs. In Fig.6.12 total power vary linearly with buffer depth. 
In Fig.6.12 we can see that butterfly and fat tree at vc2 has lowest power variation with buffer 
depth among all interconnect network. From this we can concluded that fat tree and butter fly 
interconnect network with vc2 have lest power dissipation among all interconnect but butter fly 
has low saturation throughput in compare to fat tree as seen in Table 4.1so Fat tree interconnect 
network is best among all interconnect network. In fig.6.10 and fig.6.10 we can see that area of 
fat tree and butterfly is very low then mesh and torus network. In fig6.13 to fig.6.16 we can see 
that if number of VCs increases then area of network also increases if area increases then cost 
of network also increases.  Fat tree interconnect network has lowest area among all 
interconnect network. So fat tree network interconnect network is suitable for NoC. 
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Chapter seven 
Conclusion and future work 
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7.1 Conclusion: 
           In this thesis we have studied different interconnect networks architecture for NoC like 
as mesh, torus, fat tree and butterfly and these interconnect network are characterize by various 
performance parameter. We carried out detail comparison of all interconnect network in term of 
throughput, latency, power and area. We compare their performance at different traffic pattern 
like as uniform, neighbour, tornado, bit compliment, bit reversal by using cycle accurate 
simulator with varying injection rate and see the effect of VCs on performance of NoC. At 
uniform traffic pattern butterfly has lowest latency and highest saturation throughput of 88 % at 
vc6.At neighbour traffic pattern mesh and torus network has lowest latency and highest 
saturation throughput of 99% at vc6. At remaining traffic tornado, bit complement, bit reversal 
fat tree network has lowest latency and highest saturation throughput of 76% at vc6. we 
implement all interconnect network on FPGA and see the effect of NoC parameter like as 
buffer depth , flit data width, no. of VCs on FPGA resource and clock frequency and find out 
that butterfly and fat tree use FPGA resources efficiently. Power and area analysis are done in 
synopsis tool and see the effect of buffer depth and no. of VCs on power and area. Butterfly 
architecture has highest power efficient interconnect network but it will suffer heavily 
degradation on performance at high load. So fat tree interconnect network is best in term of 
performance and power consumption among all interconnect network. 
7.2 Future work: 
         In this thesis we analyse all interconnect network in synthetic traffic. We need to analyse 
all interconnect network in embedded traffic and mapped the interconnect network on NoC. We 
need to study new interconnect network for 3D NoCs. 
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